Dedication of the New Church—When?

[We take the following from advance sheets of the AVE MARIA.—Ed.]

We were perfectly delighted to hear our Most Rev. Archbishop, on his late visit to Notre Dame and St. Mary's, earnestly reiterate his kind promise of last year, viz. to invite all the Right Rev. Bishops chosen from his Province, and now filling up over twenty episcopal sees, to meet him at Notre Dame for the consecration of the new church of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart when it is finished. What a consolation will it not be for the venerable Metropolitan to see himself surrounded by such a glorious crown of worthy associates, some of whom he baptized, for the dedication of a temple in honor of our Blessed Mother on a spot where we well remember having seen with our own eyes the wigwams and the fires of the Potawatomies.

Truly a change has taken place; we confess it the more readily, as we claim no praise but return all glory to God to whose hand this transformation is due. Neither should we be surprised if we only reflect on the saintly memories whose extraordinary virtues embalmed the very air of Notre Dame when the Congregation of the Holy Cross took possession of her lovely domain. Here is a little galaxy of names not often met with in any place not celebrated: the venerable proto-priest of America, Father Badin, the saintly De Seille, the heroic Benjamin Petit, succeeded each other here. Here they were visited from Bardstown and Vincennes by the immortal Bishops Flaget and Bruté; here they prayed together, as they now continue to do in heaven, for blessings on a spot they so dearly loved. Scarcely then, we say, is it a wonder to find it blessed. Saintly souls, men of God, have passed and lived here, and the precious remains of two of them speak yet in our midst the eloquent language of the purest zeal and most unbounded charity that ever prompted and adorned the heart of the apostles of Christ.

Archbishop Purcell himself was one of the first Prelates whose encouraging voice we heard here soon after our arrival: and in his happy memory he may yet depict to his mind the old log church in which he preached a most touching sermon on the Sacrament of Confirmation, previous to its administration to a little handful of youths among whom was the present Editor of the AVE MARIA. That primval church was none too lofty; for each time the officiating Prelate raised himself, as he moved at the railing, he touched the ceiling of the chapel with the top of his mitre: haec meminisse jucabit. He it was also who first honored our Commencements with his episcopal presence, and well do we yet remember the leading points of his admirable address in which he feelingly invited the first pioneers of the Order of the Holy Cross here to be satisfied with the merit and honor of burying themselves in the foundations of the work. May he live a score of years yet, and visit again and often, in the gladness of his heart, the various spots he found in a state of wilderness, and in which the fresh seed of example and doctrine he so zealously spread in all directions has so rapidly grown that many a desert has now become a rich and fruitful land. May he be spared long enough to enjoy that grand solemnity in which we positively intend to entertain our venerable Archbishop, not exactly as he never was in his life, but to the very best of our ability. But when will this be? Much as we would like to fix the epoch and the day of the solemnity, we rather reiterate our well-known declaration never to see the new church a dollar in debt. As means come in, the work shall progress. Three things must be accomplished ere our task is over, viz. the Blessed Virgin must be pleased with our efforts; our friends, the benefactors of the monument, must be forever proud of it; and we ourselves, when praying in it, must feel under a serious obligation to them all. Here is work before us; but with our Blessed Lady's aid and the good will of her devoted children around us, we hope to bring it to a glorious end.

E. S.

ITALIAN AUDACITY.

Signor Visconti Venosta is one of the Ministers of King Victor Emmanuel, and possesses in an eminent degree the impudence of his august master. He has just informed the world that although Italy has destroyed the Temporal Power, she has "scrupulously respected the liberty and in dependence of the Religious Power of the Holy Father." Surely we have here the most extraordinary flight of audacity in which even a Minister of the Florentine Government ever indulged. Signor Venosta, repeating former declarations of his master and his associates, wishes the world to believe that although for motives of national protection the Italian Government was compelled to occupy Rome, that it has never acted as the enemy—as the oppressor—indeed, as anything but a friend—of the Catholic religion and its august head. Now, at the very moment this declaration is put forward, what is the work in which the Italian Government is engaged? In putting the final touch to the long, relentless, bitter and unprovoked persecution with which it has huntcd down the religious orders. The religious orders whose houses are situated in Rome have no connexion with politics. Their kingdom is not of this world. Their sole duties are the religious duties of prayer, education and charity. Their sole raison d'être is the love of God. And yet the Florentine Government has pursued these establishments with an implacable hate. Convents with the glorious history of ten centuries, converts associated from all time with great works of learning, or charity...
or public utility—convents whose pavements have been trowden by the feet of saints have been torn from the hands of the Church and converted into barracks, or stables, or store-houses. The pious inmates of these institutions—old men who have grown grey in the service of the altar, noble ladies who have left all to follow their Master—have been driven forth, plundered exiles, into a world they had abandoned, a world which knew them not. This is the work which has been done through all Italy, which is now doing in Rome. And it is just as the final blow is given to the Religious Houses of the Peninsula that Signor Visconti Venosta comes forward to assure the world that his master is the friend of the Catholic religion! Admirable hypocrisy! useful, however, in that it shows that the conscience of Europe is awaking, and that the Florentine Government finds it necessary to make some kind of apology and explanation for its recent proceedings.—

---

Feast of St. Andrew.

ANNIVERSARY OF FATHER SORKIN'S FIRST MASS AT NOTRE DAME.

St. Andrew, poet of the Cross,
Ah, how thy canticle divine
Brings proudest themes of earth to loa:
Restored alone by themes like thine.

I see thee on a far-off shore—
Field of thy vigil, toils, and prayer—
Thy loving labors almost o'er,
For lo! the Cross awaits thee there.

Blessed the view unto thy soul—
Thy master hath thereon expired—
Thy heart hath found all it desired.

"Oh, Precious Cross!" I hear thee cry—
"Long have I sought thee! I waited long
Within thy sacred arms to die;"

This was the burden of thy song.

Triumphant martyr, crowned with light,
Thy soul transfused with bliss supreme,
The Seraphim could not indite
A song of more inspiring theme.

St. Andrew, hear our warm request,
Borne from a loving grateful heart,
That our own "Holy Cross" be blest,
With every grace heaven can impart.

Oh, by the mystic intercourse
Of saints in heaven and souls on earth,
Secured by prayer's majestic force,
And giving unto prayer its worth;

And by the Mass in days of yore
Offered on Feast of Exaltation
Of Holy Cross, by him who bore
Our fresh young Order to our nation,—

And by the Sacrifice Divine
First celebrated for thy Feast
On Notre Dame's most humble shrine
By our Order's proto-priest

In this fair land, pray that the power
Of unbelief may be defeated,
And that fresh zeal forth from this hour
Shall see thy work, dear Saint, completed.

Yes, dear Saint Andrew, hear our prayer,
That the designs of highest Heaven
Be rich fulfilled, and fruit most rare
Unto dear Holy Cross be given.

Pray for our Holy Pope, dear Saint,
Pray that his foes be soon confounded;
God to list his patient pleas,
Rewarding thus his love unbounded.

Pray for our Father General too,
Pray that for many years to come,
With zeal and fervor ever true,
He still be spared to our dear home.

St. Andrew, Poet of the Cross,
'Tis true thy canticle divine
Brings proudest themes of earth to loa,
Restored alone by themes like thine.

A CHILD OF HOLY CROSS.

Although this branch of literature is not so inviting to writers of ability as others are, yet it is one wherein a person of culture may gain a lasting reputation, one wherein he may be of great benefit to the age in which he lives, and may also help the age to come by correcting the evils of the present. Books, as a general thing, are to be perused and studied; newspapers, on the other hand, may be glanced at and then cast aside. Newspapers are generally read, day after day, as they continue to leave the press; they pass into everyone's hand, poor and rich, little and great, and are eagerly read by all. A little article, an editorial, or a letter, will be sure to catch the eye of all and will generally produce the effect desired by the composer. Books are things held higher in our estimation than papers; but we often keep putting off reading a book from time to time; and, again, all will not, many cannot, procure them; so that where one person reads a book, fifty will read a newspaper. Thus it is that newspapers are the principal channels whereby knowledge may enter the family circle of the poor. The newspaper editor should therefore be a man of virtue, knowledge, and refinement, as he certainly stands in the relation of a teacher to the people.

News in general is always more eagerly looked for by people than anything else in the paper. After this is read, the eye wanders over the remaining articles, and thus the mind drinks in all that is conveyed to it. It is for this reason that business men advertise so much in newspapers, because all classes read the papers, from the highest in the State down to the common laborer in the street. As a good example showing how much a paper is looked for by the people in cities, take the Notre Dame Scholastic. This small sheet stands to the students in the same relation as a newspaper out in the world stands to the people of the world. See how eagerly it is looked for, not solely on account of the good advice given by "T. A. D." or some one else, but because it contains the news of the place. After this is read, then as a matter of course the advice given by its contributors is read, and perhaps with good effect to the readers.

Newspapers, for the past half century, have done more towards developing the powers of thinking and reasoning in the people of America than any other agent. Ask any
American, even the humblest, of the topics of the day, and you will find him ever ready to answer and give the reason of the belief that is in him. Does this come from books or the newspaper? Certainly from the latter, as many have no recourse to books, the majority being without even a common-school education, and therefore having acquired no taste for books; and as people continue to progress, the main cause will come immediately, not from deep logic and sound philosophy contained in books, but from this source of advancement and everyday knowledge, the newspaper. America may well be proud of the advancement she has made in this branch of literature. She equals even many and surpasses in a few of her journals all the papers of Europe. The names of her great editors will be ever fresh in the minds of all who are in any way interested in the field of journalism.

J. H. W.

BISHOP VON KETTELER, OF MAINZ, ASKS KING WILLIAM TO PROVE THE ASSERTION MADE IN HIS ANSWER TO THE POPE'S LETTER IN RESPECT TO THE LOYALTY OF GERMAN CATHOLICS. The Bishop says:

"Your Majesty has charged us, in the face of the Pope, with disloyal intrigues. Now our agitation has either been conducted within the limits of the laws, and in that case you were not justified in bringing this against us; or our conduct has transgressed the laws, and accordingly we have committed the crime of treason. Will your Majesty then order your Government, on the ground of the facts which must be at your disposal in the presence of such a charge, to indict our leaders as traitors? After your Majesty has uttered so frightful an accusation against our honor, in our conduct has transgressed the laws, and in that case you were not justified in bringing this against us; or we trust others will supply for our inability and will avail themselves of the great honor which can be so easily secured.

Will you beg our Blessed Lady to accept our simple gift; and believe us, Very Rev. Father, with profound esteem,

Your humble

CHILDREN OF ST. MARY'S ACADEMY, ALEXANDRIA, VA.

Pet Angela Nystete.

A CORRESPONDENT of one of our exchanges having asked: "Is the letter A in Latin always pronounced long or short?" received answer as follows: Neither. It is simply pronounced A, and that is all. We cannot imagine what induced you to suppose that it was pronounced like the word "long" or "short." The letter A bears no resemblance to either of the monosyllables in question, and it would be reasonable to give it the same as to pronounce the letter O like the word "metempsychosis," or the figure 4 as if it were spelled "wheelbarrow" instead of f-o-u-r. Do not attempt these innovations upon the Latin language. It is a dead language and cannot defend itself, and to attack a corpse is a cowardly.

An old edition of Morse's Geography says: "Albany has 400 dwelling houses, and 2,600 inhabitants, all standing with their gable-ends to the street."

The following has been handed us, which we publish with pleasure:

VERE REV. E. SOKIN, Superior General C. S. C.

HONORED SIR: The Patronal Feast of our beloved Sister Superior will fall on the 9th of December, and we are to celebrate it with all the éclat which gratitude and devotion can command. The flowers, the mirth, the music, will pass; but, Very Rev. and dear Father, your kindness has placed it in our power to give her a lasting and most sacred proof of our affection, for which we beg leave to thank you most sincerely. Enclosed please find $10 (ten dollars) which we offer in her name, that it may be engraved in the Tabernacle of the Church of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, and the teacher so beloved by us may say "The Lord hath hidden me in His Tabernacle." Were our purses equal to our good will, the amount would be multiplied by hundreds, but we trust others will supply for our inability and will avail themselves of the great honor which can be so easily secured.

Will you beg our Blessed Lady to accept our simple gift; and believe us, Very Rev. Father, with profound esteem,

Your humble

CHILDREN OF ST. MARY'S ACADEMY, ALEXANDRIA, VA.

Pet Angela Nystete.

A CORRESPONDENT of one of our exchanges having asked:

"Is the letter A in Latin always pronounced long or short?"

received answer as follows: Neither. It is simply pronounced A, and that is all. We cannot imagine what induced you to suppose that it was pronounced like the word "long" or "short." The letter A bears no resemblance to either of the monosyllables in question, and it would be reasonable to give it the same as to pronounce the letter O like the word "metempsychosis," or the figure 4 as if it were spelled "wheelbarrow" instead of f-o-u-r. Do not attempt these innovations upon the Latin language. It is a dead language and cannot defend itself, and to attack a corpse is a cowardly.

An old edition of Morse's Geography says: "Albany has 400 dwelling houses, and 2,600 inhabitants, all standing with their gable-ends to the street."
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SEVERAL communications arrived too late for insertion this week.

The big fall of snow on Wednesday of last week was not chronicled in the Scholastic last Saturday. That was an oversight.

All Around has not been around this week, but has been Thanksgiving in a wider sphere, Consequence, our local columns will be doubly filled next week.

We hear with pleasure that our old friend M. T. Corby has gone into partnership with another old friend of ours P. L. Gerrity. May they have a pleasant, prosperous time and dispense their sweets throughout the land. By the way if any one wants to purchase the best kind of candy for the holidays, or any other day, let him or her call or send to No. 106 Van Buren St., about one door east of Clark.

The Junior Department knows how to enjoy itself, and it has all the elements of enjoyment within itself. We happened to discover one of its sources of amusement, and were very much pleased. The students of that Department gather together in an informal way in their large study-hall, with their prefects and a few chosen professors and senior students. Then the Junior Orchestra gives an entertainment,—pieces are played in full orchestra, duets are executed on piccolo or violin and piano, and pieces on the piano alone, and songs are sung, and applause is given; and so, without any fuss and feathers, a splendid evening is spent, and all go to bed happy.

Rectification.

In looking over an article which we admitted into the columns of the Scholastic week before last, entitled "What the world owes to the Catholic Church," we are compelled by the tone of the article to regret its publication in our columns. We had merely glanced at it, and knowing that the source from which it came had therefore been good and reliable, we sent it to the printer, and it went to press without any further inspection on our part. We did not perceive the inaccuracies in it, one of which was pointed out in the note of "Copernican" in last Scholastic, and another concerning Linnaeus, a Swede and, we presume, a Protestant, or at least a non-Catholic, who in the article referred to is represented as being a Catholic and an Italian. But there are other things that would have prevented us from publishing it in our columns had we read it attentively—and principally the tone of the whole article, as well as the argument it upholds. We do not think the Catholic Church stands in need of any such arguments to show its influence on the world. The persons mentioned happened to be Catholics, and they made this or that discovery. But they might have made the same discoveries had they been Protestants or infidels instead of Catholics. Many of those mentioned, it is true, were really good Catholics—Catholics in fact, as well as in name, and with some of them there can be no doubt that their Catholic faith helped them in their struggles to make the discoveries or do the deeds they did; as Columbus, for instance. Yet there were others named in the article who may have been nominal Catholics during their lifetime, and who may even have called for the priest when they saw death approaching. But it is enough for such men to thank God they had the grace of dying within the pale of the Church,—the Church herself does not need the petty glory—glory, forsooth!—which the writer would have us believe these men reflected on her by their discoveries.

We hold that the modern world owes all that is good in the civilization of the day to the Catholic Church. We hold that the movement against the Church by Luther, or by some nations in Luther's time, was a retrograde one—and that since that time civilization has become gradually more and more paganized. We hold that if the wickedness of men had not radely broken in upon the steady advance which nations, under the guidance of the Church, were making in civilization, we at the present day would have all the modern discoveries and "improvements," plus the true faith and minus the infidelity and paganization of the age. The discoveries have been made in spite of the retrograde movement of the sixteenth century, and the pagan rationalism of the day is the natural and inevitable result of that movement.

But having reserved to the Church her undoubted claim of having by her solo labors during sixteen centuries established Christian civilization, and of having during the last three centuries been the only power that has preserved that civilization from being completely paganized, we assert that discoveries in science, or other acts not involving a question of morals, by a nominal Catholic, can no more redound to the glory of the Catholic Church than if the discoveries were made or the acts done by non-Catholics. Whatever discoveries have been made in science were made, whether by Protestants or Catholics, because through the influence of the Church of God nations have been raised to and maintained in a state of civilization that rendered such discoveries possible.

We regret, then, the insertion of that article; 1st on account of the inaccuracies, 2:nd on account of its general tone—which is by no means gentlemanly, and still less charitable; and thirdly, on account of the argument it advanced or insinuated: that is, that the Church shows her influence on the world only by the discoveries and acts of Catholics; whereas we maintain that the discoveries and acts not involving morals, of Catholics, since the sixteenth century, no more redound to the credit of the Church than the discoveries and acts of Protestants and infidels who enjoy the fruits of the civilization which she established in the world. For we maintain that all discoveries, whether of Protestants or Catholics, equally redound to her credit, because she has brought the nations of the earth into the condition that has rendered these discoveries possible to man.

This commotion caused by the Cuban affair seems to be simmering down, although some editors and writers have got on the high horse of bully Mars and wish to fight first and then inquire whether there was any cause for a fight. Doesn't it seem strange that in this age of Peace-Conven-
Persecution in Germany.

Berlin, Nov. 26.—Archbishop Ledochowski has been ordered by the German Government to resign within a week from notice. He has received a letter from the Pope exhorting him to firmness.

A few days ago it was announced that the Archbishop was condemned to two years' imprisonment.

Prince von Bismarck is fast filling up the measure of his iniquity, while the Catholic Bishops of Germany are proving by actions, as they have shown by their noble protests against tyranny and oppression, that they are true Bishops of the Church, worthy brothers of St. Athanasius, St. Chrysostom, and the many other illustrious prelates who have defended the liberty of the Church and her children in all ages of the past since the pagan Romans emperors put to death St. Peter and so many of his successors.

The saddest part of the affairs of Europe is, that in this country many who would become indignant and cry for vengeance if a tithe of the injustice now perpetrated against Catholic Bishops were committed against a Protestant or Jew or infidel, not only look with perfect indifferency on, but even applaud the manifest injustice of Bismarck. This is the saddest part, because it shows how much prejudice has blinded them, and how low they have placed their standard of morals. As far as the Catholic Church is concerned, every one knows, who knows anything at all about the matter, that she thrives best amid persecutions that purify her members and cast out the unworthy who are endeavoring to dishonor and disobey her while still calling themselves Catholics. Persecution comes hard on individual members of the Church—but they all do the most good for her in time of persecution: the good and steadfast by withdrawing their unworthy selves from her pale. Thus the Church is now preparing for a time of peace; for peace comes after victory, and the Church, like her Divine Master and Founder, triumphs on the Cross.

In the correspondence, lately published, that took place between Pius IX and Wilhelm, the first emperor of the new German Empire, the latter objected to the words of the former, intimating that because Wilhelm is baptized he belongs to the Pope.

Now whether the emperor objects or not, it makes no difference with the fact stated by the Pope. There is only one true fold or Church, and one baptism, as there is but one Shepherd—one Lord and God of all. Whoever is baptized belongs to this fold (of which the Pope is the visible chief on earth) until he puts himself out of it; and when he puts himself outside, he does not lose the mark of baptism, and when the time comes in which all men shall be known as they truly are, he will be distinguished from those who never received baptism by the indelible character imprinted on his soul when he was received into the fold. He may be a lost sheep, a wandering sheep, a seaby sheep, yet he still belongs to the shepherd in whose fold he once was, and from which he had no right to stray.

Whether the emperor, or any other man believe this or not, it makes no difference; for the subjective belief of this man or that cannot change the objective truth of a doctrine or the existence of a fact.
which should be found in every Catholic library: the Catholic World, The Record, and the De la Salle Monthly. But besides these there are several English publications which should be read by all who wish to be well posted in Catholic literature and on Catholic subjects. Among them we know of none that would please—both please and instruct—so much as the excellent periodical The Month. It seems strange that no Catholic publisher in the United States has entered into an agreement with the English proprietors to have it republished in this country. There is a house that republishes the four principal Quarterlies of England and Blackwood's Magazine, and furnishes them cheaper to American readers than the English publishers do to Englishmen. Why could not the same be done for The Month, by Mr. Murphy, or Messrs. Kelly, Piet & Co.? Until this be done we must get The Month the old way; that is, either through some publishing house, as Messrs. Kelly, Piet & Co., Baltimore, or by sending a post-office order direct to the publishers in London. The contents of The Month for November and December give an idea of the...
and F. Sweger delivered declamations or read compositions. The President then said that he was sorry to lose such a valuable member as Mr. Wm. Kelly, who had to go home on account of ill health; he said he was one of the best members of the Association. An election then took place for Corresponding Secretary and resulted in the unanimous election, but inform them that we have been reorganized for a ternity, so I feel it my duty to keep them no longer in suspense, but inform them that we have been reorganized for new work.

Mr. EDITOR: I presume that your numerous readers may have wondered what had become of the Archconfraternity, so I feel it my duty to keep them no longer in suspense, but inform them that we have been reorganized for a ternity, so I feel it my duty to keep them no longer in suspense, but inform them that we have been reorganized for new work.

Mr. EDITOR: I presume that your numerous readers may have wondered what had become of the Archconfraternity, so I feel it my duty to keep them no longer in suspense, but inform them that we have been reorganized for a ternity, so I feel it my duty to keep them no longer in suspense, but inform them that we have been reorganized for new work.

At our first meeting the following officers were elected:

President—J. E. Hogan.
Vice-President—W. J. Clarke.
Secretary—T. J. Murphy.
Librarian—E. S. Monahan.

In conclusion I would say that the Association is composed of the best students of the Collegiate and Senior Departments.

Festival of St. Cecilia.

Sixteenth Annual Celebration by the St. Cecilia Philomathean Association of the University of Notre Dame, on Tuesday Evening, Dec. 2, 1873.

PROGRAMME.

PART FIRST.

Music. Orchestra.
Address. W. P. Breen.
Song. J. O'Connor.
Ode to St. Cecilia. E. B. LeFevre.

Declamations.
French. J. E. Hogan.
German. A. Schmidt.
Spanish. B. Baca.

Prologue. J. B. Cilley.

PART SECOND.

The Prodigal Law-Student. A Drama in Four Acts.

Written for the St. Cecilia Philomathean Association.

Dramatic Personage:

Frederick, a Law Student. W. Meyers.
Mr. Martin, his father. N. J. Moore.
Tightfist, a Wall-street Broker. W. Gross.
Alfred, his Friend. F. Egan.
Angelo, his Brother. J. F. Egan.
Mr. Richards, a Friend of Mr. Martin. J. F. Beegan.
Prof. Allgood, Teacher of Angelo. C. Fuller.
General Watson, Com. of Zouaves. W. P. Breen.
Admiral Ross. B. LeFevre.
Captain Henderson. J. O'Connell.
Harry. J. Campbell.
John. J. Ewing.
Foster. J. McGrath.
Friends of Frederick. J. McCart.
J. Marks.
B. Marks.
B. Baca.
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THE SCHOLASTIC.

JUNIOR DEPARTMENT, NOV. 30.


HONORABLY MENTIONED IN VOCAL MUSIC.

First Class—Sarah Taylor, L. Heckman, M. Quinn, and H. Wicker.

Second Division—Mollie Poole, Clara Miller, E. Conner, Lula Herroten, L. Black, and E. Haggerty.

Second Class—Sarah Taylor, L. Heckman, M. Quinn, and H. Wicker.

Drawing.

First Class—Misses R. Devoto, and B. Reynolds.

Second Division—Misses N. McEwen, N. McAlulispe, B. Quinn, M. Kaesberg.

Second Class—Misses E. Sweeney, L. Herroten, M. Cummings.


Oil Painting.

First Class—Misses L. Black, A. Keeline, B. Wade, E. Wade.

Second Class—L. Peifer, R. Woolman, M. Cummings.


Second Latin Class—Misses Taylor and Colby.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.


Second Division—R. Spier, E. Quinlan.

Second Class—N. McEwen, M. Emmons, J. Keigh.


Second Division—M. Reschle, F. Moore, A. St. Clair, E. Gosse, E. Dennehey, J. Kearney, A. Nichols, M. Kenig.


Fifth Class—B. Wilson, K. Engel, A. Allen, M. Pritchard, M. Boyle, A. Cullen.


Seventh Class—L. Walsh, F. Hoyt, M. Cochlin.

Eighth Class—M. Reynolds, L. Laplin.

Tenth Class—E. Simpson, J. Brown.

First Class Harp—J. Walker.


HARMONY—R. Spier, E. Black, J. Walker.


L. S. & M. S. RAILWAY.

On and after Saturday, November 2, 1873, trains will leave South Bend as follows:

GOING EAST.

3:23 a.m. (No. 3), Night Express, via Main Line. Arrives at Toledo, 10:33.

10:30 a.m. (No. 25), via Main and A. F. Lines. Arrives at Elkhart, 3:33; Toledo, 10:19.

11:58 a.m. (No. 4), Special New York Express, via Air Line; Arrives at Toledo, 5:21; Cleveland, 9:40; Buffalo, 10:45.

9:11 p.m. (No. 5), Atlantic Express, via Air Line. Arrives at Toledo, 2:48; Cleveland, 6:05; Buffalo, 7:10.

5:10 p.m. (No. 51), Local Freight.

GOING WEST.

7:05 a.m. (No. 3), Express. Arrives at Laporte, 8:10; Chicago, 11:15.

5:20 a.m. (No. 3), Pacific Express. Arrives at Laporte, 6:15; Chicago, 8:50 a.m.

6:42 a.m. (No. 9), Accommodation. Arrives at Laporte 7:55; Salemi Crossing, 8:08; Grand Crossing, 9:27; Chicago, 10:35.

6:45 a.m. (No. 11), Special (live Stock) Express Main Line. Arrives at Laporte, 6:45; Chicago, 9:00 a.m.

9:10 a.m. (No. 51), Local Freight.

NOTE: Conductors are positively forbidden to carry passengers upon Through Freight Trains.

J. W. CARY, General Ticket Agent, Cleveland, Ohio.

F. E. Mallis, General Western Passenger Agent.

J. E. PARSONS, Supt. Western Division, Chicago.

W. W. GODDINGS, Freight Agent.

C. M. BROOKER, Ticket Agent, South Bend.

CHARLES FAINE, Gen'l Sup't.

$27 Passengers going to local points West, should take Nos. 7, 8 and 11; East, Nos. 7, 8 and 11. Passengers taking No. 9 for Air Line points change cars at Elkhart without delay. Wares Express (connecting with No. 11) takes all points in every direction, Local Tickets, Insurance Tickets, &. K. Guides, etc., will be furnished upon application to the Ticket Agent, or R. M. Bates, Ticket Clerk, at the Depot, at the head of Lafayette and Frank in Streets, South Bend. No trouble to answer questions. C. M. BROOKER, Ticket Agent.

CHICAGO ALTON AND ST. LOUIS LINE.

Trains leave West Side Union Depot, Chicago, near 3d and ION Street Bridge, as follows:

[Train Schedule]

Ex.

St. Louis and Springfield Express, via Main Line.
Kansas City Fast Express, via Jacksonville, Ill., and Louisiana, Mo.
St. Louis and Springfield Night Express, via Main Line, and also via Jacksonville Division.
St. Louis and Springfield Light Express, via Main Line, and via Jacksonville Division.
St. Louis and Springfield Light Express, via Main Line.

[Train Schedule]

Chesapeake and Ohio, Illinois, and Louisiana, Mo.

[Train Schedule]

*Ex except Sunday.

FULLMAN PAINTING and Smoking Cars on all day Trains.

JAMES CHARTON, Gen'l Pass. and Ticket Agent. Gen'l Superintendent.

CHICAGO.